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MINERAL DEPOSITS – OVERVIEW 
SUNDAY CREEK TENEMENTS 

 
 

1. General Information and History 
 
1.1 Location of Tenements – Fault Zones - Geology 

The three titles have been maintained under the control of the current holder since 1994 in Far 
North Queensland, Australia under Mineral Development Licence MDL298, Exploration Permits 
for Minerals EPM15896 and EPM18361, known as Sunday Creek, cover an area of 154 sq. km at 
the intersection of two mega structures, the Palmerville Fault Zone and the Burdekin Fault Zone 
(see Figure 1). Prior to 1994, extensive exploration by geological, airborne surveys, rock/soil 
sampling & drilling was carried out in the whole district  by Western Mining Corporation (WMC, 
now BHPB), CRAE (now Rio Tinto), Shell Minerals and others looking mainly for gold, tungsten 
and other base metals.  

For additional details, this should be read in conjunction with the Geological Overview and 
Mineralisation Characteristics dated June 2013, the Annual Reports submitted to the 
Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) and the Memorandum 
Sunday Creek & Whispering Ridge Mine Project Status Rev.1 – 30-09-2015. 

 

Figure 1 - Regional Geology Sunday Creek area with high level porphyries stoping through major  
zone of crustal weakness (e.g. Boeing Hill) – heat engine responsible for generating the numerous  

distal skarn deposits. 
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The Sunday Creek tenement (EPM15896) lies on the western margin of the Carboniferous Glen 

Gordon Volcanics in the southeast corner of the Atherton 1:250,000 geological map sheet (see 
Figure 3). The area is dominated by Tertiary and Quaternary alluvial and lateritic deposits, with 
prominent outcropping Permo-Carboniferous volcanics and intrusives, which include the Boeing 
Hill and Conical Hill hydrothermal breccia complexes. Proterozoic Hall’s Reward Metamorphics, 
consisting of amphibolites and metasediments underlie Recent and Tertiary sediments 
(Donchank, Rienks, 1984; Grimes, 1984). The area is dominated by northwest and minor 
northeast trending structures. The northwest trending structures are thought by some workers 
to be related to or part of the Palmerville Fault Zone (see Figure 2).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 - An overlay of EPM18361, EPM15896 and MDL298 being the Holder’s 45 sub-blocks over the joint 
Total Magnetic Intensity - Return To Pole Images of aerial survey data results as flown by both Shell (1980) and 

BHP (2005) with Snowmist/Core Skills targets in July 2009 
 

The Whispering Ridge magnetite deposit (MDL298) is surrounded by the Sunday Creek 
tenement which lies on the western margin of the Carboniferous Glen Gordon Volcanics in the 
southeast corner of the Atherton 1:250,000 geological map sheet as described above (see Figure 
3).  
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Figure 3 - Regional Geological Map of the EPM18361 Sunday Creek Extension Project area as it relates to 
EPM15896 and MDL298 with the Burdekin and Palmerville Fault Zones 

 

 
These titles are held under Regulations as Sovereign Assets of the Government of the State 
of Queensland, Australia and all independent reports, encumbrances and title assignments 
require formal submission and/or approval of the Minister of Mines as required under the 
Mineral Resources Act 1989. 
 
The main skarn outcrop of high grade magnetite is in Zone A (see Figure 4) in an area of 
MDL298 which was discovered by Geologists in 1994.  See photos below:- 
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Zone A deposit (see Figure 4), which covers the whole area of Zone A only, then had 
detailed rock sampling, magnetometry, mapping, drilling (1,400 metres), metallurgy, 
audited drill reports, modelling, sub-audio magnetics (SAM over 1.2 sq. kms). 
 

 

Figure 4 - Whispering Ridge MDL 298 Zone A area Geology and Topography as originally reported in  
DME Open File CR# 27638 by RGC Exploration 
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Geosoft – Oasis Montaj-Voxi modelling define this as an IOCG deposit with vector magnetism 
inversion modelling used VOXI to calculate an estimate of magnetite under the whole surveyed 
area at a volume of 32,109,355 m³ (see Figure 18). 

 
The MDL298 Magnetite Deposit(s) occur at the structural interface between northwest striking, 
presumably Precambrian, micaceous mudstones and arenites to the west and an equigranular 
Permo‐Carboniferous, fault bounded wedge of “granite” cropping out to the east. The age and 
true composition of this intrusion is at this stage conjecture. In outcrop it looks remarkably like 
the typical Elizabeth Creek Granite that crops out extensively west of Mt Garnet and in the Mt 
Surprise area.  

 
The geophysics suggests the ore body continues, plunges and expands to the South and South-
West of the Test Section (see Figures 4 & 9).  

 
The Northern Quadrant of EPM15896 is mostly covered by a well-developed, mid-tertiary, 
extensive lateritic duricrust with hilly areas exposing Proterozoic Hall’s Reward meta-sediments. 
The area has a thick Fe rich lateritic soil profile, visible in the cliffs of the deeply incised west, 
southward flowing creeks within EPM’s 15896 and 18361. The Boundary magnetite prospect has 
magnetic float, scree and sub-crop occurrence with a subtle Pb-Au soils anomaly. Potential 
exists to develop large tonnage lateritic iron ore deposits overlying and adjacent to the magnetic 
anomalies identified within EPM15896.  
 
The South-East section of the Tenements encompasses an exposed Permo-Carboniferous, 
quartzofeldpathic intrusion. This exposure is brecciated and altered and has an associated Pb-
Auanomaly. 

There are at least four (4) styles of metals deposits discovered: - 

1) Tennant Creek Style IOCG “Iron Oxide Copper Gold” Ore Deposits 

2) Porphyry Molybdenum Deposits  

3) Poly-metallic Skarn Deposits 

4) Magnetite Deposits with skarn affinities 

These various prospects are described in more detail within the annual reports submitted to 
the Department of Mines since 1994 and are summarised by the various deposits as 
highlighted below. The comparison of Tennant Creek style mineral deposits to those 
metallic deposits discovered within EPM15896 and MDL298 is described in some detail 
within the reports. In particular, the geochemical signatures of iron, gold, copper, bismuth, 
tungsten, tin, tellurium and selenium are correlative. Discovered and expanded magnetite-
hematite prospects and poly-metallic prospects within EPM15896 by detailed follow up of 
numerous, large magnetite anomalies displayed by the newly collected Gap Geophysics 
magnetic data set.   

Evaluated and ground-truthed aero-magnetics and aero-electromagnetics data previously 
captured by BHP-Billiton and Shell.  This data set specifically depicts the above-described 
Mega structures and their associated, embedded, magnetic anomalies.   
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Throughout 2009 to 2014 several exploration programmes have been completed in the 
Sunday Creek region resulting in the discovery of a number of new prospects and further 
development of old prospects (see Figures 18 & 19 below for maps detailing locations by 
mineral). 
 
Some geochemical results indicate potential IOCG (Iron Oxide Copper Gold) style of deposit, 
particularly:- 
 

 Whispering Ridge (Fe, Cu, Bi, Au) [Sub-block “F”, Town 1674 {containing MDL298} and 
surrounding Sub-block “K”, Town 1673 and Sub-block “L”, Town 1674] 
 

 Boundary prospect (Fe, Sn, W, Bi, Cu Pb, Au, Ag, Mo, Zn, Re), [Sub-blocks “N” & “O”, 
Town 1601] 

  
 Green Garnet Gully (Au, Pb, Zn, Cu, Sn, W, Fe, Ag, Bi, Mo, Re, V, Se) [Sub-block “Z”, 

Town 1601] 
 

 E3, E2, E1 prospects (Fe, Sn, W, Cu, Zn, Mo, Bi Ag, Pb, Ba, Co, Re, Se) [Sub-block “Z”, 
Town 1601 and Sub-block “E”, Town 1673] 
 

 Mac’s Grid (Cu, Fe, Bi) [Sub-block “E”, Town 1673] 
 

 Joff’s Find (Fe, Bi, Cu, Zn, Sn, W) [Sub-block “O”, Town 1601] and the, 
 

 A4 prospect (Au, Cu, Zn, Fe, Sn, W, Pb, Bi, Sr, Ti) [Sub-block “Z”, Town 1601] 
 
Other geochemical results do not exhibit such an IOCG signature, but still are strongly 
anomalous in other economically significant elements.  Particularly the:- 
 

 C1-C3 prospect, which has widespread gold anomalism (and to a lesser extent Cu, Mo 
and Zn) in soil results [Sub-block “Y”, Town 1601]  
 

 Northeast of C1-C3 prospect there is mineralisation occurring with strongly anomalous 
results in Sn, W, Cu, Mo, Zn, Co, Re [Sub-block “Y”, Town 1601] and the, 
 

 Sandy Yards prospect which has anomalous occurrences of Sn, W, Cu, Au, U [Sub-block 
“R”, Town 1674]. 
 

Several prospects are primarily Fe targets with accessory Au or Cu enrichment, or solely Fe 
targets such as:- 
 

 Blunder Park prospect (Au, Fe) [Sub-block “O”, Town 1601], Gossan Hill (Fe) [Sub-block 
“Z”, Town 1601], Little Gossan Hill (Fe) [Sub-block “Z”, Town 1601], D1 prospect (Fe) 
[Sub-block “Z”, Town 1601] and G1 prospect (Fe, Cu) [Sub-block “E”, Town 1673].  These 
prospects have the potential to be IOCG-style deposits. 

 
 Boeing Hill prospect [Sub-blocks “D” & “E”, Town 1601], is singularly enriched in Mo, 

that we know of, however the close proximity of the E3, E2, E1 prospects [Sub-block “Z”, 
Town 1601 and Sub-block “E”, Town 1673]  implies a relationship. 
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 The Sunday Creek region EPM15896 is exceptionally rich in a variety of economically 
significant elements, there is a great deal of further work to be done here, not the least 
of which being to follow-up the IOCG relationship that is obvious in geochemical results.  

 

 Whispering Ridge [Sub-blocks “E” & “L”, Town 1674 and Sub-block “K”, Town 
1673], for example, requires definition of the magnetite zone, along with 
exploration of the possibility of an Au, Cu mineralised feeder zone.   

 Many other targets also require such exploration.  

 Preliminary work is also needed to ground-truth new Sub-Audio Magnetics- TMI 
(SAM) anomalies along with the exploration of deeper geophysical targets, such 
as Chip’s Monster [Sub-block “Y”, Town 1601 and Sub-blocks “D” & “E”, Town 
1673], Northern Quadrant [Sub-blocks “N”, “O”, “S” & “T”, Town 1601], 629 Hill 
Target [Sub-block “A”, Town 1674], Snake Ridge South [Sub-block “K”, Town 
1673 and Sub-blocks “F” & “L”, Town 1674] and Southern Ridge South [Sub-
blocks “L” “M”, “Q” & “R”, Town 1674]. 

 
The prospect, targets and deposit details (see master map as in Figures 8 & 19 below), as a 
Table of Contents:- 

 
*Prospects and targets EPM15896/MDL298 listed in order of North to South:- 

 
Blunder Park Prospect – Au, Fe (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Northern Boundary Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Boundary Prospect – Fe, Sn, W, Bi, Cu, Pb, Au, Ag, Mo, Zn, Re (IOCG/Magnetite) 

Joff’s Find Prospect – Fe, Bi, Cu, Zn, Sn, W (IOCG) 

BG-2 Target (Miscellaneous – yet to be prospected) ]   

BG-3 Target (Miscellaneous – yet to be prospected) ] 

BG-4 Target (Miscellaneous – yet to be prospected) ] 

BG-5 Target (Miscellaneous – yet to be prospected) ] 

NE Target (Miscellaneous – yet to be prospected)     ] 

Northern Quadrant Shell-BHP Targets (3)                    ] 

Green Garnet Gully Prospect – Au, Pb, Zn, Cu, Sn, W, Fe, Ag, Bi, Mo, Re, V, Se (IOCG/         

Magnetite) 

A4 Prospect – Au, Cu, Zn, Fe, Sn, W, Pb, Bi, Sr, Ti (IOCG/Magnetite) 

Gossan Hill Prospect – Fe (Magnetite) 

Little Gossan Hill Prospect – Fe (Magnetite) 

D1 Prospect - Fe (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

C1-C3 Prospect – Au, Cu, Mo, Zn (Possible IOCG) 

Northeast C1 Prospect – Sn, W, Cu, Mo, Zn, Co, Re 

D5, D6, D7 Targets – Fl, Fe (Skarn/Magnetite) 

E3 Prospect – Sn, W, Cu, Fe, Mo, Se (IOCG/Magnetite) 

E2 Prospect – Sn, Cu, W (IOCG/Magnetite) 

E1 Prospect - Sn, W, Cu, Fe, Pb, Zn, Ag, Bi, Co, Se (IOCG/Magnetite) 

Boeing Hill Prospect – Mo (Porphyry molybdenum deposit) 

Chip’s Monster Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

G1 Prospect – Cu, Fe (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Mac’s Grid Prospect – Cu, Fe, Bi (IOCG/Magnetite) 

In Northern Quadrant  
EPM15896.  All identified from 
Sub-Audio Magnetics works  
interpreted and inspected 2010 
and 2011. 
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H3, H6 Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Conical Hill Target (Molybdenum) 

629 Hill Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Whispering Ridge – Fe, Au, Cu, Bi (IOCG/Magnetite) 

Anomaly B Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Snake Ridge Target (Possible IOCG/Magnetite) 

Sandy Yards Prospect – Sn, W, Cu, Au, U (Possible IOCG) 

Southern Quadrant Shell-BHP Targets (4) 

 
1.2 History of Previous Exploration by Others 

It is vital to understand that there were three major geophysical airborne surveys flown 
between 1980 and 1985 by three separate large mining public companies.  Data from these 
surveys are available as open digital files from the Department of Mines and Energy (now 
DEEDI/DNRM/QDEX).  The three surveys were completed by Shell in 1980 (contractor 
Geosearch), Central Pacific in 1984 (contractor Geoterrex and CRA Exploration in 1983.  The 
data were merged, reprocessed by CRA Exploration in 1992/93 and image enhancement 
techniques were used to re-interpret the data and define 14 targets considered worth of follow-
up (see Figure 5).  Details of this were all summarised by Chip Nichols which were covered in his 
evaluations.  In addition, BHPB filed claim over the whole area, supposedly looking for nickel, 
and also flew a fourth modern aerial magnetic/electromagnetic survey over the Sunday Creek 
area in 2005 using Fugro Airborne Surveyors. 
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Figure 5  – Western Mining Corporation Ltd -  Exploration Division (now owned by BHPB) extract from QDEX 
Report Reference Map #CR21331B Figure 2 dated 1 Nov 88 Geophysical Interpretation and Exploration 

Summary of all earlier works in the area now covered by MDL298, EPM15896 and EPM18361 

 
Extensive geophysical work has been conducted over the Sunday Creek project area along with 
soil, sediment, on-ground, creeks and rock chip samples as well as limited Rotary Air Blast (RAB) 
and Reverse Circulation (RC) Drilling and Diamond Drilling (DD). 

Most importantly, following the earlier 37 RAB drill holes by Snowmist/BHP Coal, 3 RC drill holes 
were completed in late 2009 by Unimin-Sibelco/Snowmist at our Whispering Ridge Magnetite 
Deposit with excellent results. All three drill holes intersected high grade magnetite and other 
iron bearing minerals with haloes of disseminated magnetite. Detailed assay results are 
reported under separate cover in MDL298 annual reports. Strongly anomalous gold, copper, 
bismuth and tungsten were also encountered in these drill holes. 
 
We have done no mining on these titles.  However, laboratory analysis was done from previous 
surface rock sampling and drilling in 1998/99; by Renison Ltd (RGC Exploration Pty Ltd), BHP 
Coal, CSIRO & Goldstream Mining Ltd. The full details are tabled in all reports. BHP surface rock 
samples were tested for many elements with CSIRO by Davis Tube tests. Also attached are the 
Davis Tube tests by Goldstream. The near pure magnetite at Whispering Ridge deposit was 
initially discovered by RGC Exploration (a member of the Renison Goldfields Consolidated 
Group) under Joint Venture with Snowmist Pty Ltd and reported in August 1995.  The ground 
surface samples averaged 68.5% Fe. BHPB Coal Geological representative reported the reserves 
of high grade magnetite to be suitable for 40 years for BHPB Queensland coal mine operations. 
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1.3 Exploration Undertaken by Omodei Group 
 

Follow up prospecting and related cross-comparisons of the archived BHPB and SHELL aero 
geophysics with the GAP ground geophysics (see Figure 6) created hypothetical metals targets 
outside of EPM15896 which guided Omodei in the application of a larger and encompassing 
EPM18361 since granted. 

 

Figure 6 - Total magnetic intensity over the Sunday Creek area (large black outline) depicting large intrusives 
(yellow), major faults (red) and high magnetic susceptibility reading (dashed blue outline). The dashed orange 

area is also of interest for porphyry style mineralisation. 

 

Following surveys in 2007/2008 two additional and significant Sub-Audio-Magnetic (SAM) and 
ground magnetics surveys in EPM15896 were generated by GAP Geophysics late in 2009 and 
were interpreted in 2010 (see Figure 7). One grid encompassed the Boundary Magnetite- Gold- 
Bismuth Prospect of which data which has yielded multiple targets worthy of drilling. The 
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second grid surrounds the Jurassic Park series of prospects of which data has also created 
potential drilling targets as well. Core Skills have recently created a series of images underlining 
these future drilling targets. 

 

Figure 7 - SAM Survey Results TMI comparing work of the four areas captured between MDL298 and 
EPM15896 overlaid on Google Earth Image Boundary-Jurassic captured December 2009 interpreted March 

2010 to Sunday Creek captured 2008 interpreted 2009 and Whispering Ridge captured 2007 interpreted 2008 

 
 

High resolution mapping using SAM survey data has been proven as the most accurate medium 
for input in the identification of new drill targets, mineral deposit styles and the calculation of 
potential resource size.  There have been four (4) major survey areas between EPM15896 where 
SAM survey capture and interpretation are currently being re-evaluated by new 
software/technology. VOXI files have been created for the above areas using VOXI Earth 
Modelling to harness the power of the Cloud.  This software has only recently become available 
through Geosoft as part of their Oasis Montag 7.5 package.   

Exchanges and meetings have been held with Professor William Guo with a view to purchasing 
our own software packages and doing all input internally. A number of proposals and the works 
of Prof. Guo are under review with DEEDI. Through his works with iron (both hematite and 
magnetite) in China and Pilbara in W.A., we have new insights into “Neural Networking”, with 
software offering a new method of pinpointing deposits, targets and reserves. From an initial 
review of our Sunday Creek data at Robina late 2011, Prof. Guo stated that he believed there is 
enough data to change our business plan to stop exploration, start mining high grade ores 
identified and load all present data we hold to determine grade and accurate sizes of reserves. 
This was reviewed with the Chinese prospective buyers during our visit in February 2012 and he 
confirmed with them the early conservative start to make a ML application mine up to 1.8Mtpa 

as he finalised his evaluation. Of more relevance, the adapting of Prof. Guo’s works to our 
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Sunday Creek Project is significant, relevant and demonstrating the advancement our team can 
add to the mining industry in Queensland. 

For the whole of Sunday Creek, the Holder has developed a complete digital virtual data 
room (on-line database) with a comprehensive array of geological, geophysical, geochemical, 
drilling, environmental, infrastructure, technical/financial modelling data and associated report 
in order to provide the necessary information on which technically robust assessments could be 
made. Independent technical teams continued to fully evaluate/analyse all this data, to be 
ground-truthed and/or also review the key geological/geophysical/geochemical outputs for the 
Sunday Creek project area via various modelling technologies; additionally, the Oasis Montaj-
VOXI viewer software and output, all of which is now available for index of all data. 

To engage interested third parties for works, they will require detailed scope of works, 
specifications, all agreed raw data inputs, deliverables, timelines and costs.  It is an all-digital 
process, so the raw data ownership and intellectual property rights on input and output needs 
to be addressed.  Separate input is required for each of the survey data packages which has 
been captured over various times, processed and then overlapped for deliverables and 
interpretation.  Remember too, input of all earlier exploration results will be required in order to 
specifically define deposits, mineral contents and grades. 
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1.4 Iron Ore Locations Discovered  

Hands-on follow up exploration work (prospecting, geology, soils sampling, rock chip sampling, 
drilling and metallurgy interpretation) in the area has discovered significant iron, gold, copper, 
tin, tungsten, bismuth and molybdenum prospects (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 - EPM15896 and MDL298 Location Map Magnetite – Iron Ore Update (15 Sub-blocks) 
 

From the drilling, independent mining engineers modelled the main magnetite ore body within 
the Test Section (see Figures 11 & 16) and concluded that: “… post mineralisation compression 
has distorted the lode into a series of massive vertical pods. The lode is open in all directions, 
and a deeper drilling program is required to verify the down dip.  The above refers to the main 
lode; it is understood there are several possible lodes … .” This data conforms to the drilling 
baseline of 200 metres. But the ore body is known to continue along the strike-line to the North 
and South (see Figure 9 & 18).  
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Figure 9 - Graph of the Total Magnetic Intensity derived from sub-audio magnetic surveys of MDL 298 
conducted by GAP Geophysics. 

 

 
 
Note that the audited drilling of the 3D-Model shell in Figure 10 of the ore body in Zone A has 
no bottom, on account of the limited depth of drilling.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10 - Three-dimensional modelling of the main ore body will assist in locating future drilling holes. 
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EPM 18361 Tenement – Sunday Creek Extension (30 sub-blocks) 
 
The shape and location of EPM18361 are based on published and unpublished aero-geophysics 
(see Figure 11) of previous explorers including Shell, WMC, CRAE and BHPB. Other granted EPMs 
also dictated the shape of EPM18361, which was intentionally draped around the Holder’s 
EPM15896. EPM18361’s overall shape is 22km north-south by 2 to 6km east-west. 
 

 
 

Figure 11 - Structural TMI Magnetics as displayed from the TMI DEED Data Base covering EPM18361 and 
EPM15896 areas. 

 
The overall structural fabric and the geology of the area have been taken into consideration 
with respect to the six (6) targets described below (from north to south):  
 

 Target SCE1 – the location has yet to be described because the Queensland government 
aeromagnetic data (see Figure 11) has no grid references attached to it. The target is a 
magnetic high and displayed on the TMI government database. It is generally located in 
the north western most corner of the EPM18361.  

 

 Target SCE2 – is also generally described as being located approximately 2km south-
southwest of target SCE1 and is clearly visible as a magnetic high in the Queensland 
government aeromagnetic image.  

 

 Target SCE3 – relates to an area of calc-silicate rocks discovered and prospected by Shell, 
including aeromagnetic and ground magnetic follow-up. Shell’s targets are listed as “14, 
15, 17 and 18”; they relate to a large magnetic disturbance (complex magnetic anomaly) 
centred on coordinates 8021000N x 326000E, within a radius of 2km. Shell also 
described it as their “Zone C magnetic anomalies” (see Figure 12).  
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Figure 12 – Interpretation Results from Aerial Survey flown 1980 by The Shell Company of Australia Limited 
Metals Division to identify targets/anomalies prior to their drilling program 

 



 Target SCE4 – This target is a discrete 12 and 16 channel AEM coincident anomaly [2005 
BHPB aerial survey data set] (see Figures 5 & 19) located on the southernmost border of 
EPM15896 (Omodei-owned) and overlaps into EPM18361. The following coordinates are 
the centre of that anomaly: 8011000N x 333000E.  

 

 Target SCE5 – the BHPB aero-geophysical data package (survey flown 2005) is most 
useful in that it has a high degree of geographical accuracy; and the package includes 
aero-radiometric (uranium, thorium and potassium). The potassium and thorium 
channels indicate anomalous radioactive conditions in the vicinity of Boeing and Conical 
Hills as well as the granitic rocks immediately northeast of Whispering Ridge.  
 

These anomalous conditions are also located in the south-eastern most corner of EPM18361, 
and should be further evaluated in the field (see Figures 5 & 11).  
 

 Target SCE6 – The BHPB data package (survey flown 2005) was once again utilised to 
justify this target. The aeromagnetic TMI first derivative data indicates a 4.48 km long 
and sinuous anomaly that strikes southwest – northeast and lies within the Burdekin 
Fault Zone and is centred at 8008000N x 328400E (see Figure 2).  

 
This target area is also a coincidental channel 12 aero electromagnetic anomaly as well; the TMI 
and AEM anomalies correlate nearly 1:1. It is likely that this sinuous, magnetic high is the basis 
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for the previously discovered Shell magnetic anomalies “2, 3 and 4” (located in the headwaters 
of Good Gully). A brief review of the Shell drill logs of their anomaly 2 mentioned in the previous 
sentence indicates they did not discover any reason for that magnetic anomaly; ergo, the 
anomaly remains untested. 
 
 

2. Iron Ore – Magnetite - Deposits 

2.1 Potential Resource Opportunities 

Previous field work resulted in the discovery in 1994 of an outcropping section in Zone A of 
MDL298 (see Figures 4 & 13) of high grade magnetite at Whispering Ridge by 
Rennison/Snowmist, which has since been interpreted to continue (sub-surface) along strike 
to both the north and the south. Limited drilling over the Whispering Ridge area, by 
Snowmist/BHP/Unimin, confirmed the presence of a continuous to semi-continuous, steeply 
dipping magnetite body which is open at depth and which was subject to a formal tonnage 
estimate as detailed and covered in Figure 9.  Please note the only fully mapped scarn 
outcropping on surface is in Zone A (see Figures 4, 13 & 18). 
 

 

Figure 13 - MDL298 Zone A area only from photograph of 3 VOXI Model of the drilling holes WRD-3, 4 & 6 into 
WR-MDL298-Zone A, concentrating model at a high level in the vector magnetism 

 

Another significant magnetic anomaly lies to the North-North-East of the Test Section (see 
Figures 4 & 14).  
 
The colour scheme used for the EQMMR image in Figure 14 show areas of conductivity highs as 
red/pink and areas of conductivity lows as blue/white. This effectively means highs are 
conductive regions and lows as resistive regions. In this image a zone of increased conductivity is 
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evident through the centre of the image. Within this zone, there are several main conductive 
linears – these are commonly indicative of shearing but may also reflect conductive lithology. 
 
 

 
Figure 14 - 3‐D Image of Equivalent MMR viewed from the south‐east 

 
 
The magnetite at MDL 298 (perhaps in common with other prospects within the Tenements) 
displays the particular specific gravity and magnetic properties to make it suitable for use as a 
heavy medium for washing coal. This has been confirmed by laboratory analysis undertaken by 
the CSIRO, at the direction of Mr Robert Kitch (formerly the head of BHP Coal). Kitch concludes 
the MDL 298 magnetite is “satisfactory for coal washing purposes” (Kitch, 1999).  
 
HMS Grade Fe commands a substantial premium to DSO Grade Fe, particularly given that the 
two significant Australian producers of HMS Grade Fe (Mount Biggenden and Tallawang) are 
now mined out. With the closure of these mines, HMS Grade Fe has been imported from China, 
Canada and South America.  
 

2.2 Quality and Purity of Magnetite Deposits 
 
Magnetite  
 

A first discovered magnetite scarn outcrops section of the Southern Central zone of MDL 298 
Zone A deposit (the “Test Section” – see Figure 4) was selected for drilling, to ascertain whether 
MDL 298 contained economic volumes of magnetite suitable for use in coal washing, as to which 
see below. Within the Test Section, 37 shallow RAB and 3 shallow RC holes were drilled, to a 
200-metre baseline. Thirty-seven of the forty holes drilled intersected with massive magnetite.  
 
The grades of Fe derived from the RC drilling program were high, as demonstrated by the 
following table (see Figure 15). Notably, these grades were diluted, because the drill holes 
struck an aquifer within the ore body. The combination of water and RC drilling resulted in some 
loss of Fe from the drill cores. [Note: The Zone A ground surface samples taken from MDL298 
had an average grade of Fe of 68.50%] (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 15 - MDL298 December 2009 Lab Test Results – Iron (FE) 

 
The main objective has been to prove up a high grade magnetite resource which will be 
extractable from an open pit, pits or a series of pits.  The magnetite product must be 
amenable to washing coal.  This product has immense environmental significance as it 
removes any dilitarious elements from natural coal.  Beside the Queensland and New South 
Wales coal industries, there is also the potential export of such high grade magnetite to 
overseas coal producers and users.  The main use of iron ore in Queensland is magnetite to 
provide a dense medium for coal washing.  Coal is washed to improve the quality by 
removing impurities.  The magnetic susceptibility of magnetite enables it to be readily 
recovered and much of the magnetite is recycled. 
 
The specifications for magnetite or heavy media separation plants (HMS) use for coal is not 
widely known.  All the details are not fully expanded on within this report but will provide a 
basic summary of those requirements from the original evaluations:- 
 

 BHP/CSIRO Sample Analysis 
 

BHP conducted a series of detailed magnetic analyses on several surface samples which 
two of the magnetite samples were retrieved from Snowmist’s drilling programme 
together with a further rock chip surface samples (collected by Rob Kitch of BHP Coal) 
were selected and tied into local grid surface co-ordinates.  All samples were submitted 
to CSIRO North Ryde and determinations of: 

 

 magnetic susceptibility  
 magnetic saturation  
 magnetic remanence  
 density  
 susceptibility vs. temperature curves  
 koenigsberger ratio  

 
 were carried out on 38-45 micron magnetite concentrates. 
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 The results from this work indicated that the magnetite was suitable for use in coal 
 preparation plants. The following table sets out the results from this work:-  
 
 

Sample Number  BHP#1 BHP#2 BHP#3 BHP#4 BHP#5 BHP#6 

Density gm/cc 4.787 4.718 4.817 4.893 4.729 4.787 

Susceptibility uG/Oe 135030 159580 201420 456750 450510 387500 

Hysteresis        

Coercivity Oe 116 110 104 108 99 112 

Saturation Magnetisation G 290 265 271 323 342 330 

Saturation Remanence G 29.3 23.6 26.6 32.6 29.1 31.7 

K-T C 580 580 580 580 580 580 

 

2.3 Assessment of Magnetite Quantities 

MDL298 (black rectangle Figure 16) is known to contain high grade magnetite and also 
discovered within many areas in EPM15896 (see Figure 8) whilst EPM18361 is highly 
prospective for magnetite.     
 
Electro-magnetics [Shell, BHP Billiton] (see Figure 16) and sub-audio magnetics [GAP 
Geophysics] (see Figure 7) demonstrate massive contiguous magnetic anomalies trending to the 
North- West and South-West of MDL 298. Another significant magnetic anomaly lies to the 
immediate North of MDL 298.  
 
The Tenements are significantly anomalous in Fe, Cu, Au and Bi, confirmatory of iron oxide-
copper-gold style mineralisation. 
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Figure 16 is an overlay of the boundaries of EPM15896 (black) and EPM18361 (red) upon BHP Billiton’s 2005 
aerial electro-magnetic survey (AEM Ch.12). 

Our extensive works in processing and reviewing end products have not been published at this 
time as an evaluation by a technique called Magnetisation Vector Inversion (MVI) is applied over 
all areas where raw data was captured by sub-audio magnetics (SAM).  MVI incorporates both 
remanent and induced magnetisation without prior knowledge of the direction or strength of 
remanent magnetisation (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 17 - All anomalies combined shown in MDL298 and surrounding area EPM15896 by a Whispering Ridge 
3D image from a “top side view” is from a VOXI created from raw sub-audio magnetics (SAM) data over a 1.2 x 

1.2 km area.  Automatic depth cut-off used at a standard constraint (possibly 500/600 deep).  For this rough 
view, the RL ground was set at 700 m.  Vector Magnetism (Blue), Magnetic Intensity (Green) and Conductive 

(Pink). 

 WR EQMMR – density geosoft_voxidata 

 WR – mag.geosoft_voxidata 

 WR – susceptibility_mag.geosoft_voxidata 

 WR – vector_vector.geosoft_voxidata 
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Whispering Ridge MDL298 and surrounding areas into EPM15896 3D image is from a VOXI 
created from raw sub-audio magnetics (SAM) data 2007 over 1.2 km x 1.2 km area cut off at 
500m depth.  Shows in blue vector magnetism – more magnetic rocks (magnetite a 
conductor but always magnetic).  From the VOXI [Ampl _magnetisations 003 dipped. 
Geosoft_voxel and the “Visible Cell Statistics” calculate volume at 32,109,355 m³. At a 
density of 5 this has a reserve calculation targeting 150 Million tonnes of magnetite in the 
MDL298 area (see Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18 - Whispering Ridge MDL298 and surrounding areas into EPM15896 3D image from a “top side view” 
is from a VOXI created from raw sub-audio magnetics (SAM) data 2007 over 1.2 km x 1.2 km area cut off at 

500m depth.  Shows in pink vector magnetism – more magnetic rocks (magnetite a conductor but always 
magnetic).  From the VOXI [Ampl _magnetisations 003 dipped. Geosoft_voxel and the “Visible Cell Statistics” 

calculate volume at 32,109,355 m³. 
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Proof of the broader in ground assets volumes, covering the whole 45 sub-blocks 
held, were calculated from models developed from aerial magnetics and radiometrics survey 
data flown by Shell Development (Australia) Pty Ltd  in report dated 17 October 2011 from Cliffs 
Natural Resources Ltd, http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/ (formerly Cleveland-Cliffs, Ohio, 
USA) prepared by Mira Geoscience, http://www.mirageoscience.com/  (Canada) Advanced 
Geophysical Interpretation Centre. Cliffs Natural Resources in a strategic alliance, from the Shell 
Minerals Aero-mag data only, were able to estimate the size potential and depth of magnetite 
deposits within the Whispering Ridge and Sunday Creek tenures. Significant volume 
concentrations of magnetite are calculated to depth as 9,304,695,000m³ of which 
772,281,500m³ was computed between the surface and 200m depth; whereas, the North 
(Northern Quadrant EPM 15896) anomaly alone contains a volume of magnetite approx., 
278,125,000m³ above 200m depth and the surface. Using a density of 5 in Magnetic Modelling 
and Inversion by Cliffs-Mira has been used for reserve calculation targeting 1.5 Billion tonnes in 
Northern Quadrant area EPM15896.  

 

3. Other Metallic Mineral Deposits 

3.1 Potential Resource Opportunities 

EPM15896, surrounding MDL298, is located geologically at the crossing of the lucrative minerals 
found in the Palmerville and Burdekin Fault Zones. Whilst chasing iron, it appears the Holder has 
hit into the potential for major gold and other minerals, as the prospects sit on the Palmerville 
Fault Zone. That was because of its close visual and mineralogical similarity to the Mt Wright 
Breccia Pipe in Ravenswood. This is the breccia that RGC, an earlier explorer, missed with their 
poorly placed hole nearby.  
 
Hands-on follow up exploration work (prospecting, geology, soils sampling and rock chip  
sampling) in the area to earlier expanded discoveries as evaluated and ground-truthed from 
aero-magnetics and aero-electromagnetics data previously captured by BHPBilliton and Shell, 
discovered significant iron, gold, copper, tin, tungsten, bismuth and molybdenum prospects. 
 
To the South-West of Boeing Hill a linear group of massive gossans crop out for over a 
kilometre, striking sympathetically with the North-West trend of the Palmerville Fault. These 
gossans are anomalous in Cu, Mo, Tu, Te, Se and Tl, and vary in thickness from a few meters to 
over 30 meters. The wall rocks are highly magnetic, mylonitised and siliceous with pyritic paint 
on micro-fractures and traces of chalcopyrite. A separate area of magnetic disturbance under 
deep lateritic cover between Boeing Hill and the Conical Hill breccia pipe is a hidden drilling 
target for Fe and Au. 
 
 

http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/
http://www.mirageoscience.com/
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Figure 19 shows labelled prospects within EPM15896 and MDL298 

 
Mo Porphyry Deposits  (see Figures 19 & 24) 
 
Mo enrichment is a regular occurrence in the region, with the Boeing and Conical Hill prospects 
being the main foci of known Mo deposition (see Figure 19). Rio Tinto collected stream sediments, 
soils and rock chips from the area surrounding Boeing Hill, and found them to be strongly anomalous 
in Mo and associated metals (Te, Se, Cu and Au). Renison Gold drilled a zone of brecciation and 
alteration in the North-West quadrant of the granitic intrusion when searching for Au, and 
intersected appreciable amounts of Mo. Numerous outcrop and scree samples are also anomalous in 
Mo. The nearby Conical Hill breccia pipe has a strong and geographically large Mo soils anomaly 
flanking it to the West. Other prospects see Mo occurring in anomalous values, in particular the C1 
and Boundary prospects.  
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Poly Metallic Skarn Deposits  
Sn-W anomalism is a regular occurrence throughout many of the deposits within the Tenements, 
and in particular: Joff’s Find, Green Garnet Gully, E3, E2, E1, Sandy Yards, A4 and C1. The relationship 
between Tennant Creek Style mineralisation and Sn-W enrichment is not wholly understood, 
however it may be relevant to zoning within these style deposits [Nicholls, 2009] (see Figures 19 & 
20). 
 

 
 

Figure 20 - Green garnet (Grossular) with qtz and manganese. Composite sample taken from river alluvials. 
Possible outcrop of Manganese-Quartz skarn rock. 

This composite sample assayed highly anomalous in Au, Cu, Fe, Pb, Zn, Sn and V. 
 
 
 

3.2 Comparison to other similar Deposits presently being mined 

 
Tennant Creek Style Iron Oxide Copper Gold  
 
Several prospects within the Tenements display profound similarities to the mineralization at 
Tennant Creek. These deposits typically have an ironstone pod near the centre with various 
discrete zonations of other element enrichment, particularly Cu, Bi and Au (Nicholls, 2009). The 
widespread Cu, Bi and Au geochemistry is strongly reminiscent of Tennant Creek (Nicholls, 
2008).  
 
At Tennant Creek, over 650 ironstone lodes have been found, with around 200 known to 
contain economic mineralisation. Four point four million ounces of Au have been recovered, 
making Tennant Creek the sixth largest goldfield in Australia. Au was recovered in 
predominantly small, high grade, low tonnage mines. Ironstone replacement bodies make up 
the core of each deposit, ranging in size from a few hundred to over 15 million metric tonnes. 
These occur as flattened pipe-like to ellipsoidal bodies composed of 50 to 80% magnetite, quartz 
(0 to 60%) and chlorite (5 to 40%) with minor amounts of hematite, pyrite, talc, dolomite, 
muscovite and calcite.  
 
Analysis of drill core samples for Cu and Au is confirmatory of Tenant Creek IOCG style 
mineralization at MDL 298 – as to which see the tables provided (see Figures 15, 21, 22 & 23). 
To confirm this hypothesis deep drilling will be required, to ascertain whether substantial Cu 
and Au mineralization occurs at the base of the ironstone lodes. 
 
Above the water table, they have oxidised to predominantly hematite with minor remnant 
magnetite, goethite and clay minerals. The majority of lodes occur within iron rich sediments. All 
lodes are similar in composition and setting, inferring formation by similar processes. Lodes are 
commonly oriented vertically, with Au, Cu and Bi found in cross-cutting fractures or at margins 
in breccia stringer zones. Au is typically found concentrated at the base or in the footwall of the 
ironstone lodes, almost always with Bi (see Figures 15, 19, 21, 22 & 23). 
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Figure 21 - MDL298 December 2009 Lab Test Results – Gold (Au) 

 

 
Figure 22 - MDL298 December 2009 Lab Test Results – Copper (Cu) 

 

Currently, the correlations between Tennant Creek and the Tenements are geochemical. Tennant 
Creek has economic occurrences of Cu, Au, Bi and Fe (as ironstone pods) and this “signature” is 
common to many Tenement prospects, as demonstrated through test results presented in Figure 23.  
 

 
Figure 23 - Laboratory test results showing the signature IOCG occurrences presenting similarities  

with Tennant Creek. 

 

The exploration team, having identified drill targets, are now also looking for a Kidston sized 
gold mine = 3.5 million oz., a Mt Leyshon = 3.1 million oz. or a Mt Wright = 1 million oz. Within 
EPM15896 is the “breccia pipe” Chip Nichols, Senior Geologist, earlier discovered just east of 
Boeing Hill was called “The Wright Breccia”. That was because of its close visual and 
mineralogical similarity to the Mt Wright Breccia Pipe in Ravenswood. This is the breccia that 
RGC, an earlier explorer, missed with their poorly placed hole nearby.  
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The geological setting of Boeing Hill is typical of a Mo porphyry (see Figure 24). A sub-volcanic, 
granitic intrusion has stopped through a major zone of crustal weakness at the junction of the 
fault zones. The granite associated breccia bodies, shatter zones, dykes and wallrocks have since 
been intensely altered to: (a) sericite-quartz-pyrite rocks; and (b) a deeper core suite of 
secondary biotite, magnetite, and potassium feldspar (Nicholls, 1996).  
 

 
 

Figure 24 - Molybdenite - as inferred at Boeing Hill 

 
 
Uranium 
The Ben Lomond U308 – Mo deposit (1.93 Mt @ 0.2 U for 4200 lbs U) west of Townsville has a 
similar overall geological tableau to that of the package of rocks and associated major structures 
at Sunday Creek EPM15896/18361 which completely surrounds Whispering Ridge MDL298. The 
Ben Lomond deposit lies within a large zone of veinlets and joint faces in a silicified and 
hematitically altered rhyolite. This zone of pitchblende-coffinite-molybdenite-pyrite lies within a 
volcanic caldera adjacent to sub-volcanic felsic intrusions. The entire suite of volcanic and 
intrusive rocks is present because of major intersecting regional fault zones. This is a similar 
geological setting to that of The Ben Lomond area.  
 
 
 

4. Development of a Magnetite Mine & Financial Requirements  

(For details, please refer Memorandum Sunday Creek & Whispering Ridge Mine 
Project Status Rev.1 – 30-09-2015 under separate cover - 39 pages) 

 
 

 

 

 

 


